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Abstract— Inflated continuum robots are promising for a
variety of navigation tasks, but controlling their motion with
a small number of actuators is challenging. These inflated
beam robots tend to buckle under compressive loads, producing
extremely tight local curvature at difficult-to-control buckle
point locations. In this paper, we present an inflated beam robot
that uses distributed stiffness changing sections enabled by
positive pressure layer jamming to control or prevent buckling.
Passive valves are actuated by an electromagnet carried by an
electromechanical device that travels inside the main inflated
beam robot body. The valves themselves require no external
connections or wiring, allowing the distributed stiffness control
to be scaled to long beam lengths. Multiple layer jamming
elements are stiffened simultaneously to achieve global stiffen-
ing, allowing the robot to support greater cantilevered loads
and longer unsupported lengths. Local stiffening, achieved by
leaving certain layer jamming elements unstiffened, allows the
robot to produce “virtual joints” that dynamically change
the robot kinematics. Implementing these stiffening strategies
is compatible with growth through tip eversion and tendon-
steering, and enables a number of new capabilities for inflated
beam robots and tip-everting robots.

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to their inherent compliance, soft robots possess an

infinite number of degrees of freedom (DOFs), which is
often advantageous for navigation in cluttered or unstructured
environments. It allows them to passively adapt to their
environment [1], [2], a characteristic often described as
“embodied intelligence”. Their compliance can also enable
safer human-robot interactions. However, soft robots typ-
ically control only a few of these DOFs, limiting their
effectiveness for certain tasks. Active control allows for
richer, more diverse interactions with the environment. Here
we focus on active control of stiffness. Because of the unique
advantages inherent to both compliant and rigid robots, soft
robots can greatly benefit from stiffness control [3]–[7].

Achieving such stiffness control in a soft robot typically
requires a large number of controllable DOFs, which brings
about its own challenges. Conventionally, the greater the
number of active DOFs, the more actuators are needed. In
soft robots, this can be infeasible due to practical design
limitations. However, the control of DOFs may be simplified
by using an activating mechanism to modify actuator outputs,
rather than using more actuators [8]. An activator is a
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mechanism that does no work on its own, but serves to
modify and modulate an actuator’s output.

In this paper, we introduce the concepts behind using
discrete distributed stiffness to enhance the capabilities of
inflated beam robots and present an implementation of this
idea via positive-pressure layer jamming, which uses a series
of custom bistate passive valves to separate actuation and
activation. This is incorporated into a type of inflated beam
robot capable of tip extension (“growth”) through pressure-
driven eversion [9]. Growth extends inflated beam robot ca-
pabilities by allowing large extension ratios from a compact
form factor, easier navigation in cluttered environments, and
movement independent of surface friction. Stiffness control
complements these abilities, allowing additional shape con-
trol and navigation abilities. We demonstrate the ability of
this robot to control and actively modify its morphology into
high-DOF shapes with only two actuators, prevent buckling
under transverse loading through increased stiffness, and
grow via tip eversion with these added features.

II. BACKGROUND

Here we discuss previous actuation approaches in inflat-
able beam robots, methods to modulate the outputs of soft
robots, and ideas on how to simplify control of those outputs.

A. Inflated beam robots

Most continuum manipulators feature a flexible but rigid
backbone which acts as a support structure. In contrast,
inflated beam robots are characterized by the use of internal
gas pressure as the supporting element [10]. Because of this,
inflated beam robots can provide inherently safe human-
robot interaction due to their compliance and low inertia
[11], and can have long, thin aspect ratios, making them
well suited for tasks such as inspection [12]–[14]. However,
the dexterity of inflated beam robots comes at the cost of
complex mechanical design. Past inflatable robotic arms have
relied either on actuators located at the joints [15] or run
cables from each joint down the length to a base [13], [14].

One class of inflated beam robots are tip-extending, pneu-
matically everting robots. They are composed of a thin-
walled, compliant, inextensible material which is initially
inverted. Application of pressure then causes the robot to
lengthen at the tip as it draws new material through itself
[9], [16], [17]. These tip-extending robots are capable of
navigating their environment through growth and have been
steered by either (1) preforming them into desired shapes,
(2) using pneumatic actuators to achieve curvature [18], and
(3) interacting with the environment and buckling [19].
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Fig. 1. Cross sections of the distributed discrete stiffness robot. (A) Side axial and circumferential cross sections of the robot. The robot is composed of
a series of stiffening pouches along the main beam axis. Each pouch wraps completely around the robot circumferentially and contains four parallelogram
shaped layer sections. Each pouch also contains two valves whose states can be selectively switched using an electromagnet carried by an electromechanical
carriage. This carriage drives along the inside of the robot on the inner robot material. The entire robot can be steered via two cables that run along the
robot’s left and right sides. (B) As the carriage travels the length of the robot, pouches can selectively be made stiff or compliant via layer jamming.

For any inflated beam robot, there exist critical axial
and transverse forces above which it will buckle [20], [21].
Typically, such buckling is to be avoided, as it may distort
the robot from a desired configuration. In contrast, for the
distributed discrete stiffness robot presented in this work, we
intentionally allow buckling at desired, changeable locations
by configuring patterns of stiff and compliant pouches, and
utilizing that buckling to produce desired shapes and turns.

B. Modulating Actuator Output

Like other continuum robots, inflated beam robots have
few controllable DOFs due to the large number of actuators
required to realize such control. One approach to enable the
design of such robots with high active DOFs is separating
actuation and activation [8]. Actuators enable the robot to
do work on the environment, while activators do no work
on their own. By using a large number of simple activators
that modify and modulate the the output of a few actuators,
robots can require substantially fewer complex actuators.

Layer jamming is an approach to modulate forces exerted
by soft robots; here, we use it as a technique for activa-
tion. Layer jamming involves placing layers in an airtight
membrane and generating a negative pressure gradient across
that membrane, generating a normal force on layers. This
compresses the layers together, increasing the friction force
between them and thus the total stiffness [22]. Previous
jamming work has produced tunable stiffness structures that
transition from compliant to rigid, allowing soft robots to
retain their shape during physical interaction [5]–[7], [23].
In contrast, we use layer jamming to form “virtual joints” to
enable greater shape change and maneuverability.

Because they require a negative pressure gradient, most
jamming devices rely on a vacuum source [3], [4], [24].
However, a vacuum source is not strictly necessary [25].
By operating a jamming device in an environment above
atmospheric pressure, the atmosphere can be used as a
low pressure source. This can be done with inflated beam
robots, since they, by definition, involve inflating beams
above atmospheric pressure. We implement this “positive-
pressure layer jamming” so our robot has no internal pressure
lines and requires no additional auxiliary pressure source.

Typically, a robot containing n layer jamming cells would
require at least n vacuum lines, n valves, and 2n wires to
regulate flow to/from the atmosphere and a vacuum source.
This can make it infeasible for a layer jamming robot to have
a high number of jamming cells. This remains an issue even
when separating actuators and activators [8]. Other stiffening
mechanisms, like shape memory polymers [26], [27] and
phase changing alloys [28], have the same challenges.

III. DESIGN CONCEPT

Building on the actuation/activation paradigm, we present
a robot with dynamically reconfigurable distributed discrete
stiffness. Along the robot length are a number of pouches
containing layers. By modifying the pressure inside it, a
pouch can be stiffened via layer jamming. We further extend
the activation/actuation paradigm using bistate valves, which
passively prevent airflow in the presence of a pressure
gradient and offboard their activation to an electromagnet
driven by an internal electromechanical carriage.

Fig. 1 shows a side view diagram of the robot. The inflated
beam body is made from a flexible, inextensible material to



allow for apical extension via pneumatic eversion. As such,
there is material that runs inside of the robot body. However,
this dynamically reconfigurable distributed stiffness concept
can also apply to non-everting beam robots.

An internal electromechanical carriage containing an elec-
tromagnet drives inside of the main robot body to switch the
state of small, simple bistate passive valves. Because the
mechanism that switches the valve states is offboarded onto
the carriage, the valves can be switched without explicitly
running wires to each valve, allowing them to be made very
simply and inexpensively. This makes it possible to mass
produce these valves for an extremely long robot. The only
set of wires needed for this robot are the four wires needed
to control the motors of the internal carriage and the two for
the electromagnet; this remains constant regardless of the
number of valves or jamming pouches. The carriage uses
the inner robot material as a rail to drive along the length of
the robot body. However, other methods such as driving off
the outer body material or pushing an electromagnet through
an airtight throughhole in the robot body would also work.

By unjamming pouches, locally compliant regions can be
created. The application of an axial force via a cable then
can allow for buckling at this point, producing a “virtual
joint.” Rejamming a pouch in a region that has been bent
locks the joint angle, and unjamming a new pouch allows a
new joint to be created. With this, two motor-pulled cables
can produce a high number of possible shapes.

This decreased design and fabrication complexity comes
at the cost of response time. While the pouches themselves
have a fast state transition from jammed to unjammed, they
must be addressed sequentially, and the time required to
switch their state now includes the travel time of the internal
carriage as it drives to the pouch location. Multiple carriages
could be deployed simultaneously, shortening the distance
each carriage travels, but increasing the number of wires
required. Depending on the maximum acceptable response
time, it may be more advantageous to continue leveraging
the “discrete joint” concept by wiring each valve directly.
However, for situations in which fast response times are not
needed, this trade-off results in significant benefits.

Furthermore, this issue is mitigated during growth for
tip-extending inflated beam robots that navigate through
pressure-driven eversion. Because the body of a growing
robot remains stationary relative to its environment, creation
of a bend or buckle point at the tip is sufficient to control
its path [9], [19]. In such a navigation scenario, the carriage
could remain at the robot tip and jam pouches as soon as
they are everted.

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
A. Soft robot body with layer jamming pouches

The robot body was made from a low density polyethy-
lene plastic tube. The jamming layers were laser cut from
polyester fabric and secured to the main robot body using
double-sided tape. We placed the layers along the length of
the plastic tube and then heat sealed pouches around the
layers with an impulse sealer to form airtight seals. After
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Fig. 2. Operating principle for layer jamming pouches. (A) A series of
pouches line the inside of the inflated beam robot body. The pouch is set to
either atmospheric pressure or to the higher inflated beam pressure. When
the innermost valve leading from the robot body to the pouch is open, the
pouch and beam pressures equalize. In this state, the layers are compliant.
(B) When the innermost valve is closed and the valve connecting the
pouch to the atmosphere is opened, the pouch depressurizes to atmospheric
pressure. The inflated beam pressure then produces a normal force on the
pouch, compressing it from its previous inflated state (as represented by
dotted lines) and jamming the layers. Now, the layers are stiffened.

completion of all pouches, the plastic is inverted so that the
pouches are now internal to the main robot body.

Prior to buckling, inflated beams experience wrinkling. As
greater force is applied to the beam, these wrinkles propagate
in a ring around the beam until it reaches a critical point,
after which it buckles [29]. Thus, chevron-shaped layers
were used rather than rectangular layers to prevent undesired
buckling by leaving uninterrupted lines around the robot
body’s circumference where it is not reinforced by jammed
layers. The chevron pouches fit together as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 illustrates how a pouch operates. To discretely
switch the layer state from maximally jammed to unjammed,
two passive valves are used per pouch. One valve controls
airflow from the main robot body into the pouch. The second
controls airflow from the pouch into the atmosphere. To set
the pouch pressure to either atmospheric pressure or the
inflated beam pressure, the corresponding valve connecting
the valve to that pressure source is opened and the other
closed. Hot glue secures the valves to the pouches.

At the base of the inflated beam robot are two motorized
spools which pull two cables that run along the robot body’s
length. Short PTFE stoppers are attached along the left and
right sides of the robot and provide a guide for the cables.

B. Bistate passive valves

Fig. 3A shows a picture of one of the valves used for the
pouches. Fig. 3B shows a cross section of a valve. The valves
were 3D printed in halves using a Stratasys Objet30 Pro, and
an O-ring was inserted into a groove in each half. A 2.5 mm
diameter neodymium sphere (Speks) was placed in the valve
assembly, and the two halves were secured together and to
the plastic walls of the inflated beam robot using hot glue.

Each valve is unpowered and externally actuated, with
the only moving part being the internal magnetic ball. Fig.
3B illustrates how the valve operates. In the presence of
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Fig. 3. Valve design and operation. (A) Photograph of one 3-D printed
valve used in the inflated beam robot. (B) Sequence illustrating the valve
operation. The valve has an inner hollow channel containing two O-rings and
a magnetic ball. (1) If the valve is initially opened and a pressure gradient
exists, air can flow through the valve. If not, the ball will just sit in the
valve. (2) This flow pushes the ball into one of the O-rings, forming a seal
and preventing further flow. (3) The valve can be re-opened by bringing a
magnet near the valve. This pulls the magnetic ball away from the O-ring.

a pressure gradient, the air through the valve pushes the
internal magnetic ball into an O-ring, producing a seal and
thus preventing airflow. When an electromagnet is brought
close to the valve, the magnetic ball is attracted to it and
moves away from the O-ring, allowing airflow. In the absence
of a pressure gradient, the magnetic ball simply sits in the
middle of the valve and does not form a seal with the O-ring.

These simple valves can be made quite small. The main
body of each valve is 10 mm long and 6 mm in diameter, with
a small tube that protrudes out from one side an additional
3.5 mm in length and 2 mm in height. Inside of the main
body is a cylindrical cavity 4.5 mm in diameter along with
two small grooves for the O-rings to rest in. One valve
weighs about 0.4 g and costs USD 0.19 in raw materials.
This small size and low cost allows for many valves to be
embedded throughout the length of an inflated beam.

If conventional valves were used, the manufacturing com-
plexity of the beam skin would be greatly increased due
to the need to wire each valve and integrate these wires
into the skin. This becomes challenging for extremely long
inflated beam robots, as the number of wires is 2n, where n
is the number of valves. Implementing this with growth via
tip eversion would be particularly difficult because the wall
material transitions from being on the inside of the robot to
the outside as the robot lengthens.

C. Electromechanical carriage

Fig. 4 shows the electromechanical carriage. Previous
work developed a device that traverses inside of and along
the length of an inflated beam robot [20]; our carriage builds
on that design. The carriage consists of two main parts: a
housing for adjustable width rollers and an electromagnet.
The housing and rollers are both 3-D printed. Each roller
slides over a motor housing and is rigidly connected to the
motor shafts using set screws. The rollers roll on needle
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Fig. 4. Implementation of the electromechanical carriage to carry the
electromagnet. (A) Exploded view of the carriage. The device contains a
roller mounted onto a linear guide. This allows the roller to translate and
roll over layers of jamming material and valves while the distance between
the rollers passively adjusts. (B) The sliding motor bearing platform and
side groove to allow for translation of wires and bearings can be seen in
this photograph as well as overall device dimensions. (C) Front view of
the device. The adjustable width roller can move from its default position
(orange dotted line) up to an additional 10 mm (red dotted line). (D) Side
view of the carriage driving on the inner material through a clear robot.

roller bearings mounted on the motor housing at one end
and connect to the other half of the roller housing via ball
bearings held in place by shoulder screws. Each roller is
wrapped in Dycem non-slip material (Dycem Corporation)
to prevent slipping with the inner robot material. Hot glue
secures the two halves of the roller housing.

One of the rollers and its corresponding motor and bear-
ings is mounted on two sliding bearing platforms attached
to linear guides housed in the sides of the device. These
platforms are tensioned with constant force linear springs
to ensure solid contact between the rollers and the inner
robot material. The distance between the rollers passively
adjusts as the carriage moves over the layers and the valves
as it drives along the inner robot material. Two small screws
are used as a mechanical stop to keep a minimum roller
distance. A 3-D printed electromagnet housing for a 12 V
electromagnet (uxcell) is attached to the back of the motor
housing. The wires from the motorized rollers and the
electromagnet run all the way through the soft robot body
from the carriage to the base. The electromagnet constrains
the carriage’s design. The device measures approximately
70 mm by 50 mm by 90 mm and weighs 202 g. Much
of its length is due to the electromagnet holder, and the
electromagnet responsible for about half of its weight. The
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Fig. 5. Sequential buckling of the robot. (1) Initially, all sections in the robot are stiffened. (2) By unjamming the layers in one pouch and then pulling
the left motor cable, Buckle 1 is formed. (3) This is then rejammed and a (new pouch is unstiffened. Pulling on the right motor cable produces Buckle
2. Buckle 1 still remains and the shape produced by that buckle remains fully intact. (4) Continuing with this process, the previously buckled pouch is
restiffened, a new pouch is unstiffened, and a buckle is formed by pulling the left motor cable. The shapes produced by Buckles 1 and 2 remain.

carriage operated at a speed of approximately 1 cm/s for the
demonstrations. While the carriage can move much faster,
the limiting factor in speed is aligning the electromagnet
with the valve positions. The addition of carriage position
sensing via encoders could address this.

V. DEMONSTRATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Active shape changing and reconfiguration

One new capability enabled by reconfigurable distributed
stiffness is producing a variety of shapes with non-continuous
curvature along the robot length using just two pull-string
actuators. Fig. 5 demonstrates the process by which the robot
can be actively reconfigured into a new shape. An 8.6 cm
diameter, 1.2 m long discrete stiffness robot containing 8
stiffening pouches was used. The robot body was actuated
in one DOF (left/right) by two cables running along the robot
and connect to motorized spools at the robot base.

Initially, the robot is completely stiffened as all the layers
in the pouches are jammed. The electromechanical carriage
then drives down the length of the robot and unjams the
layers in a specified pouch by activating the electromagnet
over the appropriate valve. Pulling on one of the cables now
produces a buckle at that pouch location as the critical buck-
ling force is higher for all other stiffened sections compared
to the critical buckling force at this pouch. That buckling
point now acts as a “virtual joint”, and the subsequent robot
sections can pivot about that buckling point, producing a
turn in the robot. The carriage then drives back towards the
base, and as it does so, jams the layers in the aforementioned
pouch. This re-stiffens the pouch, preserving the robot shape
at that “virtual joint” throughout subsequent bends.

Additionally, the same discrete stiffness robot can produce
a wide variety of shapes. Fig. 6 shows this capability, with
the robot producing four distinct shapes. This is done by
unjamming previously jammed layers, allowing the robot to
straighten, and repeating the process shown in Fig. 5.

More global curvature can be produced in addition to
local non-continuous curvature. Fig. 6A demonstrates this.
By stiffening all pouches, the entire robot body can be made
very stiff. Because of this inherent stiffness, the robot body
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Fig. 6. The same distributed stiffness inflated beam robot can be actuated
into a variety of different shapes by pulling on cables on the sides of
the robot. (A) By jamming all pouches, the robot can be made very stiff,
allowing it to be pulled into a curved segment without buckling at the base.
(B-D) By selectively stiffening certain sections, local buckling can occur,
resulting in non-continuous curvature segments. Segments can be bent either
left or right by pulling on the appropriate cable. This allows for shapes of
the robot with curvatures in two different directions, which is not possible
without direct control of stiffness.

does not buckle at higher applied cable forces, allowing the
tip to be pulled into a constant curvature section.

In general, each pouch along the robot body can buckle
to a variety of arbitrary angles in either the left or right
direction. Previous buckling shapes can be preserved and
chained together to achieve complex bending shapes. For
example, this allows for shapes of the robot with curvatures
in two different directions, which is not possible without
direct control of stiffness. This represents a new capability
for general inflated beam robots: previously, producing such
local turning along a beam’s length would have required
multiple actuators – one for each turning point.

B. Increased resistance to cantilevered loads

By stiffening all sections along the length of the inflated
beam robot, the global stiffness of the robot can be increased.
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Fig. 7. Experimental results for transverse loading of unjammed and
jammed inflated beam robots. A) Unjammed and jammed inflated beam
robots at 60 cm in length were applied a transverse load of 150 g at their
tip and the corresponding tip deflection was recorded for pressures from
3.4 kPa to 13.8 kPa. Shown is a photo of an unjammed and jammed robot
at 6.9 kPa under a 150 g load. There is noticeably more curvature with the
unjammed robot than with the jammed robot. (B) The deflection for the
jammed robot is less than that of the unjammed robot at all corresponding
pressures, and it is able to resist buckling at lower pressures.

To quantify the stiffness change between completely un-
jammed and jammed robots, we conducted transverse loading
experiments with a 150 g transverse load applied by hanging
weights from a string at the tip of a 8.6 cm diameter, 60 cm
long cantilevered inflated beam robot composed of four
stiffening pouches. We pressurized the robots from 3.4 kPa
(0.5 psi) to 13.8 kPa (2.0 psi) in 1.7 kPa (0.25 psi) incre-
ments, with a pressure regulator (Proportion Air) controlling
the pressure. The tip deflection was measured with respect
to a marker placed at the tip. Fig. 7 shows the test results.

Fig. 7(B) shows that even at relatively low pressures, there
is a major difference in stiffness between unjammed and
jammed robots. For example, at 5.2 kPa, the unjammed robot
buckled at its base, whereas the jammed robot experienced
less tip deflection than the unjammed robot did at 13.8 kPa.

This stiffening capability could allow the robot to cross
longer unsupported gaps between surfaces or to deliver
higher payloads without significantly bending or buckling.
We can modulate the robot to be soft and compliant for
certain situations and then stiffen the robot to allow for
greater transfer to or resistance from environmental forces.

Tip-extending robots can interact with their environment
and navigate via buckling [19]. Distributed stiffness control
could allow more finely modulated interactions, allowing
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Fig. 8. Compatibility of distributed stiffness with growth. (A) In this robot
with a completely clear body, the inner material can be seen lying flat. (B)
Image of the tip of the robot as it is everting. The tip forms a square cross
section due to the four layer segments. (C) Growth of the robot over time.

more precise navigation and a larger workspace.

C. Compatibility with growth via pressure-driven eversion
Growth via pressure-driven eversion introduces two main

design constraints: (1) minimize the wall cross-sectional area
and (2) retain flexibility for the high curvature experienced
at the tip; otherwise, the robot will be unable to grow. As
a result, the layers in the inflated beam robot are divided
circumferentially into four sections. This allows the layers to
neatly fold onto themselves and be drawn through the inside
of the inflated beam as seen in Fig. 8A; this also allows the
carriage to drive along the robot length.

This layer division also aids in eversion at the tip. Fig. 8B
shows how at the tip of the inflated beam robot, the eversion
produces a square cross section. Fig. 8C demonstrates the
growth of such a robot over time. The material is pulled
through the body and added at the tip, while previously
grown sections remain stationary relative to the environment.

This compatibility with growth via pressure-driven ev-
ersion further extends the utility of the discrete stiffening
robot. Turns can dynamically be made and the robot grown
without concern for buckling at the base of the robot, which
represents a new capability for this class of robots.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented the concept for and the design of a novel

dynamically reconfigurable distributed stiffness robot imple-
mented using positive-pressure layer jamming. By separating
actuation and activation and using simple valves that are ex-
ternally switched via an electromechanical carriage, an easily
scalable design was presented. We demonstrated several new
capabilities for both inflated beam robots in general and tip-
everting robots in particular, such as the ability to perform
active shape changing and kinematic reconfiguration using
the same robot with only two actuators.

In the future, we will develop an analytical model of
how stiffening via layer jamming affects inflated beam robot
stiffness in bending and create a design tool. We will also
develop a configuration planner that builds on this model to
produce sequences of stiff and compliant pouches to realize
desired final shapes. As part of this, we will extend the
steering work presented in this paper from 2-D to 3-D.
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